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Abstract

Cache write-through policy is more efficient and offers better performance in high performance microprocessors compared to write-back policy. Here, write is done synchronously to cache as well as the main memory. The drawback of write-through policy is the large energy overhead due to frequent lower lever cache accesses during write operations. A new cache architecture is proposed here in order to reduce the power consumption and increase the speed of data access. Here, a tag is attached to each way in the L2 cache. This way tag is stored in way-tag array in L1 cache. Utilizing these tags, L2 cache can be accessed as a direct mapping cache during subsequent write hits, thereby power consumption is reduced. A fast counting Bloom Filter is introduced to accurately predict the cache miss. A considerable energy saving is obtained based on SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks along with a small area overhead and no performance degradation. High-performance microprocessors now-a-days use longer addresses and hence cache tag arrays become longer. This architecture can also be applied to other existing cache design techniques to achieve further power reduction and improved delay.
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INTRODUCTION


	Soft errors are an important reliability issue [1], [2]in on-chip cache systems. The soft error occurs in a signal or data that is wrong. It will not damage the system hardware. The only damage is to the data that is being processed. In onchip memories, single event multi-bit upsets is a growing issue. Power dissipation is a critical issue in cache design. On-chip cache can consume about 50% of the total power in high-performance microprocessors as they use longer addresses and cache tag arrays become larger [3]-[5].
	In multilevel on-chip cache systems, Level 1 cache, often called primary cache, is a static memory integrated with processor core that is used to store information recently accessed by a processor. Data fetching generally operate by checking the smallest Level 1 (L1) cache first, if it hits, the processor proceeds by taking data from L1 cache at high speed. If a miss is given by the smaller cache, then the next larger cache Level 2 (L2) cache is checked, and so on, before the main memory is checked.
	L2 caches are usually unified caches. The L2 cache size starts from 256kB. The core 2 quads have an L2 cache size between 4MB to 12MB and the AMD cpus has a still larger secondary cache. The cache size increases in the high-end applications to meet the larger bandwidth requirements. The most recently used (MRU) addresses based predictions has poor prediction rate and mis-predictions lead to performance degradation [6], [7]. Applying way prediction to L2 caches cause large timing and area overheads. In phased caches, the energy required to access tag-arrays accounts for a significant portion of total L2 cache energy. The High-Performance microprocessors now-a-days started using longer addresses, hence cache tag arrays become larger and significant energy overhead occurs[8].
	Among cache write through and write back policies, write-through policy is more efficient and offers better performance in high-performance microprocessors. In write through, write is done synchronously both to the cache and to the main memory, whereas in write back, initially writing is done only to the cache. Write-through policy enables better tolerance to soft errors but causes a huge energy overhead due to frequent memory access during write operations.
	The increasing gap between the speed of the CPU and memory outside the CPU chip termed as memory wall becomes an overwhelming bottleneck in system performance. Cache acts as an important module in overcoming the memory wall issue. Tag comparison operations consume large amount of power due to high associativity compared to L1 cache and the need for cache coherence in multi-core processors.
	In this paper, we propose the new cache architecture, with an idea of improving the performance of write through cache systems along with reduction in power consumption and minimal area overhead. We also focus on the speed of data access using a fast counting bloom filter. The major advantage of inclusive policy is that when other devices or processors in a system with several processors want to delete some data, they only need to check the L2 cache because the data will be also stored in the L1 cache for sure, while the exclusive cache policy will have to check on both the L1 and the L2 cache, making the operation slower.
	Consider a cache hierarchy with two-level cache module under inclusive policy. The location of the data in L2 cache will not be modified unless it is deleted. A tag is attached to each way in L2 cache and the tag information is stored in L1 cache. So a write hit in L1 cache directly maps to the corresponding data in L2 cache using the way tag information hence reducing significant power consumption. The cache hit prediction causes high energy consumption in applications with high cache miss rate. Bloom filter algorithm tries to predict the cache misses [9], [10]. Based on this prediction, energy saving in tag comparison is achieved. The fast counting bloom filter consists of an array of up/down linear feedback shift registers (LFSRs) and local zero detectors.
	The idea of tag-CBF architecture is proposed that achieves cache hit as well as cache miss prediction. The idea of tagbloom can be applied to other low-power cache architectures so as to achieve better performance and energy efficiency. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we provide the reviews of the related work regarding energy efficient cache architecture. In Section III, the preliminary work and our basic concepts are provided. Section IV contains a detailed description and VLSI architecture of the proposed tag-bloom cache. Section V reports the simulation results. Section VI concludes this paper.
	
RELATED WORK


	Research is being made continuously to develop the cache architecture with low power consumption and better performance. Tag comparison, data access and leakage are the major factors of cache power consumption. Dai and Wang [11] proposed a new cache architecture called way-tagged cache to reduce L2 cache accesses under write-through policy. Here, way-tags of L1 cache are stored in L2 cache and during write operations they allow request to access only the required way in L2 cache. Su et al. [12] portioned cache data arrays into sub-banks. Only the sub-bank containing the required data is activated with each access. Powel et al. [13] used selective direct mapping for energy reduction in L1 cache. Zhang et al. [10] also advocated the use of en-route caches as well as a new cache architecture called way halting in which tag comparison at each way is done by comparing the partial tag with the incoming address and a mismatch ignores the remainder of the tag hence saving energy.
	Panwar et al. have shown that cache-tag access and tag comparison do not need to be performed for all instruction fetches [12]. Here without performing any tag check, we can find the way for instruction. Bloom filter predicts the cache misses in [14] and [15], deactivating the ways corresponding to cache miss. Keramidas et al. [16] combines cache decay and bloom filter to present a decaying Bloom filter. L2 caches are unified, the most recently used address based prediction has a poor rate of prediction [6], [7], and performance degradation occurs as a result of mis-prediction. Applying way-prediction also results in huge area and timing overhead [17].
	The way-predicting set-associative cache technique proposed by Inoue et al. [18]-[20], predicts the ways of tag as well as data arrays where the required data may be available. This technique provided considerable energy efficiency and hence is used in microprocessor design. Redundant cache proposed by Min et al. [17] uses redundant cache to predict incoming cache references. In our proposal, way-tagging reduces the energy consumption and decaying Bloom filter improves the accuracy of cache miss prediction. Section V-C provides more detail comparing the proposed architecture with these related work.
	
PRELIMINARIES AND OUR MOTIVATIONS


	A. Two level Cache
	In L1 cache, read operations accounts for a large portion of total memory access, whereas in L2 cache, write operations are dominant. Specially write hits. A read miss in L1 cache leads to the read access in the L2 cache. Read miss rate is less than 5% on average. Each L2 read or write access consumes roughly the same amount of energy on average.
	The L1 data cache and L2 unifies cache are shown in Fig. 1 as L1 instruction cache performs reach operation only on L2 cache [11].The graph in Fig. 2 summarizes the cache performance seen on the Integer portion of the SPEC CPU2000 benchmarks, as collected by Hill and Cantin [21]. At the far right, with cache size labeled "Inf", we have the compulsory misses. If we wish to improve a machine's performance on SpecInt2000, increasing the cache size beyond 1 MB is essentially futile. That is the insight given by the compulsory misses.
	B. Bloom Filter
	A Bloom filter is a data structure designed to tell you, rapidly and memory-efficiently, whether an element is present in a set. The price paid for this efficiency is that a Bloom filter is a probabilistic data structure: it tells us that the element either definitely is not in the set or may be in the set. The base data structure of a Bloom filter is a Bit Vector.If the Bloom filter indicates nonexistence, then tag comparison for the cache way is avoided, thereby saving the energy that would have been consumed in tag comparison [22]. Both: 1) the smaller energy consumed to access the Bloom filter rather than the tag; and 2) the high prediction accuracy for cache way misses reduce the energy consumed in tag comparison.
	C. Tag Comparison
	In order to estimate whether a cache line is hot or cold, we can use a timer or counter or trace. We use the counter based method. Each cache line contains a counter which is decremented periodically. Zero at the counter indicated that the cache line is cold. Hot cache lines receive more cache hits than cold lines. If a new incoming cache reference does not go to a hot cache line, it may not go to a cold cache line as well.
	Fig. 4 illustrates the above mentioned data. In a multistep tag comparison method, tag prediction is done by hot/cold aware cache hit prediction and pessimistic tag comparison for cold cache lines. The timeout value is proportional to the hit ratio for hot cache lines and inversely proportional to the number of tag comparisons. If the number of cold cache lines reduces, the effectiveness of early tag comparison for hot cache lines also decrease.
	
PROPOSED TAG BLOOM ARCHITECTURE


	In this section, we present the tag-bloom architecture. We describe the implementation of way-tag modules in Section IVA. We describe the implementation of a partial tag-enhanced Bloom filter in section IV-B. We present the method for Implementation and performance details in section IV-C.
	A. Way-Tag Modules
	Way-tagged cache reduces the number of ways accessed during L2 cache accesses. Locations of L1 data copies in L2 cache will not change until data is evicted from L2. When L1 data cache loads from L2, the way tag of data in L2 is also sent to L1. It is stored in a new set of way-tag arrays. These way-tags provide key info for subsequent write accesses to L2 cache.
	Way-tag arrays are very small and the energy overhead caused can be compensated easily. Direct mapping implies only one way in the L2 cache will be activated since way-tag information of L2 cache is available i.e. from way-tag arrays, we can obtain L2 way of accessed data. Set associative implies all ways in L2 cache are activated simultaneously.
	Components included are way-tag arrays, way-tag buffer, way decoder and way register. Way tags of each cache line in L2 cache are maintained in way-tag arrays located in L1 data cache. Way-tag buffer –buffer way tag read from way-tag arrays. Write buffer avoids write stalls when the processor waits for write operations to be completed in the L2 cache. Way-decoder decodes way tags and generate enable signal for L2 cache, activates only desired ways in L2 cache. Way register stores way tags and provide information to way-tag arrays.
	B. Counting Bloom Filter
	A CBF has three operations: increment count (INC), decrement count (DEC) and test if the count is zero (PROBE) [23]. The first two operations increment or decrement the corresponding count by one, and the third one checks if the count is zero and returns true or false (single-bit output). We will refer to the first two operations as updates and to the third one as a probe.
	A maximum-length -bit LFSR sequences through states. It goes through all possible code permutations except one. The LFSR consists of a shift register and a few embedded XNOR gates fed by a feedback loop. Each LFSR has the following defining parameters:
	• width, or size, of the LFSR (it is equal to the number of bits in the shift register)
	• number and positions of taps (taps are special locations in the LFSR that have a connection with the feedback loop)
	• initial state of the LFSR which can be any value except one (all ones for XNOR feedback).
	C. Implementation and Performance
	The implementation of the proposed method is shown in Fig.7. It includes Tag comparison control (TC), Bloom filter (BF), Tag, Data array, Miss State Holding Register (MSHR) and write buffer. The proposed multistep tag comparison method combines both cache hit and miss prediction. The control logic for tag comparison called tag comparison control takes the input address from L1 cache and determines how many steps the tag comparison requires. It also performs the timeout countdown i.e., the tag counter update, depending on the tag comparison results. The tag counter is updated on sampled accesses in order to reduce the energy consumption for access of local TO counters.
	By simplification of the tag comparison set, the performance is adjusted. We evaluate the energy efficiency at cache level. At processor level, smaller energy saving is obtained since L2 cache consumes only a portion of the overall energy. Reducing this overall power of a processor includes various other components like ALU, I/O, and memory and so on. It is an important research topic.
	If the latency is smaller than lower threshold, the original configurations of the multistep tag comparison are applied. If the additional latency is larger than the upper threshold, we apply the conventional tag comparison with fixed latency of one cycle.
	
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS


	The simulation result of L2 cache tag-bloom architecture is obtained using XILINX ISE 8.1i with SPATAN 3E XCS500 as the target device. Simulation is also carried out in ModelSim SE 6.3f using VHDL language. The simulation result shows that the integrated tag-bloom with L2 cache is having less power compared to normal L2 cache, equal partitioned L2 cache and non-equal partitioned L2 cache approaches. The power analysis shows that the new architecture has a power consumption of 238mW which is less than the other approaches. The total equivalent gate count is also found to be lesser compared to the other approaches. Thus it is clear that the tag-bloom architecture is having 75% less power compared to the other approaches.
	From the power and area analysis result it is clear that there is a reduction in power from 352mW to 114mW in the current environment.
	
CONCLUSION


	In this paper, we present the tag-bloom cache architecture to increase the performance of the processor with reduced energy consumption. This proposed technique improves the accuracy of cache hit as well as cache miss prediction. This architecture attaches a tag to each way in L2 cache. These tags are stored in L1 cache while data is loaded from L2 cache. Direct mapping can be achieved during the write hits thereby reducing energy consumption. The Bloom filter checks these way tags in order to improve the accuracy of cache hit and cache miss predictions. Thus we achieve energy efficient cache architecture with no performance degradation with a minimum area overhead. This architecture can be applied to other cache operations in order to further reduce energy consumption. Future work would extend towards investigating the effectiveness of the proposed method in various other environments and extending this technique to other cache levels.
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